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sediment system (detail), 2019, sandstone, Derwent River water, bucket, tubing, tray.
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ice/moss, 2019, ice, moss covered cement (found in Franklin, TAS), wire.

Caring for non-human matter

From my own travels, I know that physical displacement can
result in a hyper awareness of, and a desire to, connect to
the surrounding natural environment. Since India Kenning
relocated from South Australia to Hobart/nipaluna to pursue
postgraduate study, it’s clear that this geographical shift has
informed her practice. A fascination with natural materials and
the omnipresent Tasmanian landscape quickly pushed India
away from her predominantly digital practice and towards
site-specific sculpture. What we witness in Elemental Systems
is investigative and intimate; India Kenning cultivates rituals in
real time with performative gestures of care and protection.
For over a year India Kenning has been caring for a moss
covered rock that she found on the side of the road south of
Hobart/nipaluna in 2019. At home, she mists it with tap water.
In a gallery setting, Ice/Moss (2019-present) sits beneath a
suspended block of frozen rain water. Slowly melting, the ice
drips and replenishes the tiny moss garden beneath it so it is
lush and glistening. This tender relationship is indicative of the
body of work presented in Elemental Systems; a collection of
reassembled landscapes of ice, stone and living matter.

One piece in particular really encapsulates this: sediment
system (2019-present). To activate this work, each day India
collects water from the Derwent River and siphons it onto the
surface of her sculpture. River water runs down the creviced
rock, creating small rivulets that pool beneath. In order for the
water to flow through the tube and drip feed the sediment
system’s primary element (sandstone) India sucks on one end
of the tube until the water is carried to the other. In this act
of ‘mouth to mouth’ with each activation, she ingests a small
amount of Derwent River water. The water has been collected
from a section of the Derwent within viewing distance of the
Princes Park Magazine, so it is likely to be contaminated - a
small sacrifice to start the flow.
This ‘feeding’ ritual creates a self-sufficient microenvironment that continues to ‘live’ until the water source is
depleted or until the artist chooses to disrupt it. The symbiotic
relationship between artist and element formed by the repeated siphoning prompts us to think about intimacy and vulnerability; growing and eroding, giving and taking.
Elemental Systems presents ways that we and non-human elements can interact and shape our environment. It also leaves
me with questions about my place in the Tasmanian landscape.
How does nature shape me? How does my environment wear
me down, erode me, waste me, but feed me without my noticing?
Sophie Ambler

Forging Home (detail), 2019, dolerite, symbiotic culture of bacteria and yeast
(SCOBY), living probiotic fluid, tubing, glass bowl, tray.

hold tight, 2019, dirt, tea leaves, charcoal, oil pastel, nearly dead permanent marker, graphite.

All Mountains
“Give me all mountains”
Hymn to Artemis
Give me all mountains,
City, town, the precinct
of temple,
the crowded town gate,
I have no love for:
walls must crush or hide
whether of market
palace court
or precinct.
Give me the stream’s cold path,
the grove of pine,
for garden terrace
the unclaimed
bleak
wild stretches
of the mountain side.
Give me no earth
crushed flat
with cruel layer
of fitted square
or meted length,
but boulders
unhewn
but set apart
H.D.

Above: Forging Home (detail), 2019, dolerite, symbiotic culture of bacteria and yeast (SCOBY),
living probiotic fluid, tubing, glass bowl, tray.
Right: Derwent puddle, 2019, unknown water, gravel.

